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7s [FORM] (shape, resemble) 

ACIFORM ACFIMOR needle-shaped [adj] 

ALIFORM AFILMOR shaped like wing [adj] 

AUSFORM AFMORSU to subject steel to strengthening process [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

CONFORM CFMNOOR to become same or similar [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

DEFORMS DEFMORS DEFORM, to spoil form of [v] 

DEIFORM DEFIMOR having form of god [adj] 

FORMALS AFLMORS FORMAL, social event that requires evening dress [n] 

FORMANT AFMNORT characteristic component of quality of speech sound [n -S] 

FORMATS AFMORST FORMAT, to produce in specified style [v] 

FORMERS EFMORRS FORMER, one that forms (to produce (to bring into existence)) [n] 

FORMFUL FFLMORU exhibiting good form [adj] 

FORMING FGIMNOR FORM, to produce (to bring into existence) [v] 

FORMULA AFLMORU exact method for doing something [n -E, -S] 

INFORMS FIMNORS INFORM, to supply with information [v] 

ISOFORM FIMOORS one of two or more proteins having similar form [n -S] 

MISFORM FIMMORS to misshape (to shape badly) [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

OVIFORM FIMOORV shaped like egg [adj] 

PERFORM EFMOPRR to begin and carry through to completion [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PREFORM EFMOPRR to form beforehand [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

REFORMS EFMORRS REFORM, to change to better state [v] 

TRIFORM FIMORRT having three forms [adj] 

UNIFORM FIMNORU unchanging (not changing (to make different)) [adj -ER, -EST] / to make uniform [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

 

8s [FORM] (shape, resemble) 

AERIFORM AEFIMORR having form of air [adj] 

ARCIFORM ACFIMORR having form of arch [adj] 

AURIFORM AFIMORRU ear-shaped [adj] 

BIFORMED BDEFIMOR biform (having two forms) [adj] 

COLIFORM CFILMOOR bacillus of colon [n -S] 

CUBIFORM BCFIMORU shaped like cube [adj] 

CUNIFORM CFIMNORU wedge-shaped writing characters [n -S] 

DEFORMED DDEEFMOR DEFORM, to spoil form of [v] 

DEFORMER DEEFMORR one that deforms (to spoil form of) [n -S] 

ENSIFORM EFIMNORS sword-shaped [adj] 

FILIFORM FFIILMOR shaped like filament [adj] 

FORMABLE ABEFLMOR FORM, to produce (to bring into existence) [adj] 

FORMABLY ABFLMORY FORM, to produce (to bring into existence) [adv] 

FORMALLY AFLLMORY in prescribed or customary manner [adv] 

FORMLESS EFLMORSS lacking structure [adj] 

FORMWORK FKMOORRW  set of forms to hold concrete until it sets [n -S] 

FREEFORM EEFFMORR having free-flowing design or shape [adj] 

FUSIFORM FFIMORSU tapering toward each end [adj] 

GASIFORM AFGIMORS having form of gas [adj] 

GRUIFORM FGIMORRU designating order of birds [adj] 
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INFORMAL AFILMNOR marked by absence of formality or ceremony [adj] 

INFORMED DEFIMNOR INFORM, to supply with information [v] 

INFORMER EFIMNORR one that informs (to supply with information) [n -S] 

IODOFORM DFIMOOOR iodine compound [n -S] 

JANIFORM AFIJMNOR hypocritical (pertaining to hypocrisy) [adj] 

LANDFORM ADFLMNOR natural feature of earth's surface [n -S] 

LONGFORM FGLMNOOR long in form [adj] 

LYRIFORM FILMORRY lyrate (having shape of lyre) [adj] 

NAPIFORM AFIMNOPR shaped like turnip [adj] 

OMNIFORM FIMMNOOR of all forms [adj] 

PEDIFORM DEFIMOPR shaped like foot [adj] 

PICIFORM CFIIMOPR pertaining to order of birds [adj] 

PILIFORM FIILMOPR resembling hair (threadlike growth) [adj] 

PIRIFORM FIIMOPRR pyriform (pear-shaped) [adj] 

PISIFORM FIIMOPRS small bone of wrist [n -S] 

PLANFORM AFLMNOPR contour of object as viewed from above [n -S] 

PLATFORM AFLMOPRT raised floor or flat surface [n -S] 

POSTFORM FMOOPRST to shape subsequently [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

PROFORMA AFMOOPRR provided in advance of shipment and showing description and quantity [adj] 

PYRIFORM FIMOPRRY pear-shaped [adj] 

RAMIFORM AFIMMORR shaped like branch [adj] 

REFORMAT AEFMORRT to format again [v -TTED, -TTING, -S] 

REFORMED DEEFMORR REFORM, to change to better state [v] 

REFORMER EEFMORRR one that reforms (to change to better state) [n -S] 

REINFORM EFIMNORR to inform again [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

RENIFORM EFIMNORR kidney-shaped [adj] 

RETIFORM EFIMORRT arranged like net [adj] 

ROTIFORM FIMOORRT shaped like wheel [adj] 

SETIFORM EFIMORST having form of seta [adj] 

SLIPFORM FILMOPRS to construct with use of mold in which concrete is placed to set [v -ED, -ING, -S] 

TUBIFORM BFIMORTU tubular [adj] 

UNCIFORM CFIMNORU bone of wrist [n -S] 

UNFORMED DEFMNORU not formed (to produce (to bring into existence)) [adj] 

URSIFORM FIMORRSU having form of bear [adj] 

VARIFORM AFIMORRV having various forms [adj] 

VASIFORM AFIMORSV having form of vase [adj] 

WAVEFORM AEFMORVW type of mathematical graph [n -S] 

 


